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Published from 10.02.2012 to 28.02.2012
7 responses (7 unique)

1. Overall, how satisfied were you with the event?
Alternatives
1 Very satisfied
2 Satisfied
3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4 Dissatisfied
5 Very dissatisfied
Total

Percent
57,1 %
42,9 %
0,0 %
0,0 %
0,0 %

Value
4
3
0
0
0
7

2. What were your expectations of attending the event?
claire.bedford@wandletrust.org

john.lee@mmu.ac.uk
jane.kettle@heacademy.ac.uk
Anonymous
bella.davies@wandletrust.org
otanochab@yahoo.com
philipkargbo2003@yahoo.com

To learn more about the Ketso tool and how it can be applied and adapted to different public
consultation scenarios. Also, its strengths and possible weaknesses. Plus how to collate and analyse
the data acquired using the excel spreadsheet. To see it being used by experienced facilitators, to get
a real sense of how it works in real time.
Interested in new teaching method.
SEeing a teaching tool in action
To learning about Ketso and it application
To learn about Ketso
Update and learn new skills in appreciating and enhancing 'Problem Based Learning'
Having access to improved methods and tools of teaching

3. To what extent were your expectations met?
Alternatives
1 Exceeded
2 Met
3 Partially met
4 Hardly met
5 Not at all met
Total

Percent
42,9 %
57,1 %
0,0 %
0,0 %
0,0 %

Value
3
4
0
0
0
7

4. Do you have any comments on how your expectations were met?
claire.bedford@wandletrust.org
john.lee@mmu.ac.uk
jane.kettle@heacademy.ac.uk
otanochab@yahoo.com

The morning part of the event was only partially useful as it was pitched at teachers and academics
quite heavily. However, the time spent doing the afternoon exercise, and private conversation time
with the Ketso team after the event really addressed my interests and questions very thoroughly.
Did more than I expected.
This has applicability across a range of disciplines/contexts, very interesting indeed
Considering the "Stakeholders' Initiative".

5. What was the most useful or meaningful idea you took away from the event?
claire.bedford@wandletrust.org
john.lee@mmu.ac.uk
jane.kettle@heacademy.ac.uk
Anonymous
bella.davies@wandletrust.org
otanochab@yahoo.com
philipkargbo2003@yahoo.com

How to divide up a single workshop into an initial one that develops the general themes followed by a
separate workshop to create a more detailed action plan - to produce the level of information we
require for our particular project.
Enabling group work to happen efficiently and in ways which promoted learning.
This is a methodological approach as well as a teaching tool
how Ketso made a visual picture of a project and any missing links it may have or develop
How to apply Ketso
The "Stakeholders have the SOLUTION"!
gaining useful ideas from independent group brianstorming

6. What might you do differently in the future as a result of attending the event?
claire.bedford@wandletrust.org
john.lee@mmu.ac.uk
bella.davies@wandletrust.org
otanochab@yahoo.com
philipkargbo2003@yahoo.com

Divide up workshop priorities and focus (as described above).
Use the Ketso method sometimes.
Use Ketso in community consultation events as well as planning for our charity's work.
Better ways of engaging and facilitating my 'TEAM' and a broader scope of my research focus.
Will be able to facilitate a group and garner useful ideas from them about development projects and
plans
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7. Are there any key issues you would like to be addressed by the Higher Education Academy in the future?
claire.bedford@wandletrust.org
john.lee@mmu.ac.uk
otanochab@yahoo.com
philipkargbo2003@yahoo.com

N/A
No.
Making 'technical experience' a reality for Engineering Education.
Substantially discount the cost of participants securing the Ketso toolkit.

8. How did you learn about the event?
Alternatives
1 E-mail
2 Academy newsletter
3 Academy website
4 Through a colleague
5 Other, please specify
Total
jane.kettle@heacademy.ac.uk
philipkargbo2003@yahoo.com

Percent
14,3 %
0,0 %
0,0 %
57,1 %
28,6 %

Value
1
0
0
4
2
7

not sure I should be filling this in!
From School training calender events

9. Do you have any comments about the organisation of the event?
claire.bedford@wandletrust.org
john.lee@mmu.ac.uk
jane.kettle@heacademy.ac.uk
Anonymous
otanochab@yahoo.com
philipkargbo2003@yahoo.com

Well organised, nice venue, lovely refreshments, not too many people, very helpful event leaders.
Fine.
Worked really well despite another HEI organising it, the organisation was excellent
Simple, polite and infomal a good atmosphere
Wonderful and well managed.
The event was well organised
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